Assets Team
Hosts Hayes Software District Visit
Leonard Chance , David Rodriguez, Geoffrey Brown, Ashley Katzenberger and Cassandra Slade
met with Debbie Disler and Barry Trickey from Hayes Software Systems on their annual visit with Cy
Fair. Topics discussed were how TipWebIT is working for our district and to discuss ways to improve the
product to add extra functionality and increase efficiency.

Assets Team
Posted by Leonard Chance, Assets Team Leader
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Acquisition Team
Receives New Work Station
Samara RiveraRangel (pictured
top left) is showing
the empty work
space.
Office Furniture
vender (top left)
is shown here
building cubicle.

Samara RiveraRangel (bottom left)
is set-up in the new
cubicle area.
Samara processes
purchase orders for
the Acquisition
team.

Acquisition Team
Kim Bowlin, Acquisition Team Leader

New Acquisition team from left to right
Kim Bowlin, Samara, and Carla Kennedy

May 19, 2017

Assets Team
Meets with Operations Team
Leonard Chance and Tammy Blankenship met to discuss coordination between Technology Services
and Operations to handle the challenges of this summers massive renovation schedule. Finalizing the
logistics of moving technology to accommodate the construction schedule is crucial this summer.

Assets Team
Posted by Leonard Chance, Assets Team Leader
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Reflections
Acquisition, Assets, and Sustainability

As we start to bring this school year to a close, it makes me think
about all of the thinks we have accomplished. The Technology team
has completed many of its projects, but there is still much to do. As
we start our summer work projects, we will need to stay focused on
what we do and how it will help our students to achieve their goals.
Our goal is to provide the Technology equipment and services so all
of the students will have another successful school year for the
2017-2018 school year.
- Jay Johnson

Quote of the Week
“There are no office hours for leaders”
- James Cardinal Gibbons

Sustainability Team
Posted by: Jay Johnson Director, Acquisition, Assets, and Sustainability

May 12, 2017

